
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Winter can be a brutal time for most people, and especially when you are stuffed with extreme 

layers of clothing, despite being warm, one is also very uncomfortable. Switching also from 

being out in the cold to slightly heated buildings does not make finding what to wear during the 

winter easy. Our team’s aim is to make your life so much easier. To do this, our project goal is to 

light, comfortable heating jacket - hot-JAC. This jacket is an electrically heating jacket, that is 

controlled with a mobile application. The jacket will also contain bone conduction headphones in 

the jacket hood, to allow the user listen to music or answer calls. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

ABOUT SENIOR DESIGN 
 

THE CALVIN COLLEGE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

The Engineering program at Calvin College is an ABET accredited program with the aim of 

educating Christians to serve the Lord and others through technology, with a strong emphasis on 

engineering design. In essence, the engineering program seeks to equip students to glorify God 

by meeting the needs of the world with responsible and caring engineering. 

 

SENIOR DESIGN - TEAM 05  

The engineering department includes the Senior Design Project in the student curriculum as the 

final requirement for students to graduate with the engineering degree. This project mimics an 

industrial project setting and is spanned for two semesters, approximately eight months. 

The project starts in the fall semester with senior engineering students forming groups of 3-4, 

they are then paired up with their advisors and from both parts work and consult on the project 

from inception to execution. 

Team 05 comprises of three senior electrical and computer engineering students with similar 

interest and like-minded goals. Together, and under the supervision of Prof. Mark 

Michmerhuizen, the team chose to work on a smart heating for consumer comfort. 
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Meet Team 05: 

 

       Chinelo Ezenwelu - Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Chinelo Ezenwelu is a Senior Electrical & Computer 
Engineering student from Anambra, Nigeria. She also has 
minors in Economics and Mathematics and is currently an 
Honors student at Calvin College. This past summer, she 
worked as a Controls Engineering Intern for Highlight 
Industries, a reputable packaging firm in West Michigan. 
At the internship she worked on designing, programming 
and testing the packaging machines. Chinelo likes to cook, 
vlog and engage in some outdoor activities in her free time. 

 

       Temi Ogunnoiki - Electrical and Computer Engineering 

Temi Ogunnoiki is also a Senior Electrical & Computer 

Engineering student from Lagos, Nigeria. She is minoring in 

Computer Science and is an honors student. Last summer, 

she worked with Attwood Marine, a company that makes 

boat motors in Lowell, Michigan. She worked on helping 

them build an Android Application to rub the motors. 

Besides school, Temi enjoys dancing, and all things fashion. 

 

                                                        Shurjo Maitra - Electrical and Computer Engineering   

Shurjo Maitra is a Senior Electrical and Computer 

Engineering student from India. He is minoring in Computer 

Science at Calvin College. This past year he has worked as a 

Research assistant on Solar Power, Spectrometry and 

High-power LEDs. Shurjo is an avid climber and 

mountaineer and loves to travel. 
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PROJECT BACKGROUND 

Our project is aimed at constructing and testing a heating jacket/hoodie with inbuilt earphones. 

Therefore the main requirements are to have a heating element that is safe and provides enough 

heating power for a reasonable duration, inbuilt earphones (bone conduction or traditional) and 

additional smart features like external battery pockets and practical ones like GORE-TEX 

waterproofing. The project can be divided into several components, the most important and 

probably most tasking feature is the heating element of the design.  

 

PROJECT DESIGN 
 

CURRENT DESIGN 
 
The team’s current design uses four main components and uses a microcontroller to interface 

them together. The main ones are the heating element, bone conduction headphones, power 

supply and microcontroller. Currently for testing the teams is using the Arduino uno as the the 

microcontroller and have so far connected a Dev Kit from Sparkfun (BC127 based on the TI 

audio chip) that uses the Bluetooth 4.2 protocol to stream music at a high bitrate. This is also 

connected to an android device using an app which indicates what music is being streamed 

through the BC127 board. The heating element that the team has explored is a electric carbon 

fiber based one, which is quite inexpensive and popular and light but a conclusive design 

decision has not been made on that.  
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Figure 1. System Block diagram 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Lab Project Block diagram 
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METHOD OF APPROACH 
 

 PROJECT BACKGROUND 
 
This project design originated from solving basic needs for a winter traveler. The key features 

therefore are heating and sound delivery. From those requirements the team branched to the idea 

of a centralized on-jacket control system that could implement temperature control and an 

external control, i.e. an android device that could be used for multiple smart features.  

 

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES 

The team has been using research papers and projects as well as commercial projects that have 

used the features that would be good to incorporate in our design. Currently electric carbon fiber 

heating and metal mesh systems are being implemented in the projects that commercially 

available. The team aims to build the most efficient designs and use data collection to optimize 

our design incrementally.  

 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The aim of our team is to incorporate better and more efficient components or technologies when 

they are discovered. The team aspires to keep the core design the same but incrementally 

improve each design iteration whether that be through research, simulation or experimental data.  

 
DESIGN CRITERIA 

 
 
The team considered two parts of the project, considering what the end user needs to see and feel 
from the jacket and the hardware functions that are needed to execute those. The following are 
the current criteria:  
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ENTIRE SYSTEM:  
 

Generic 
 

– Ability to wear and be assured of comfort and safety 
– Transferable - ability to replicate design on another jacket/item of clothing 
– Ability to communicate and control features using an android app 

 
General 

 
– Ability to heat using the inbuilt element for a safe duration and throttle when required 
– Price is less than good down or other heating jackets 
– Ability of system to work with and without all features 
– Ability to add and remove heating element and bone conduction headphones 

 
Accessibility 

 
– Data (ex. temperature, up-time, etc) should be accessible through app 
– Detailed data (voltage, battery health,etc) can be found through using advanced mode 

 
 

User-Friendly 
 

– Sensors should be seamlessly integrated in the circuit and 
– Analog keys/switches in jacket and app should be intuitive  
 

 
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR HARDWARE:  
 
Heating Element 
 

– The device and circuits are light and have the ability to uniformly heat all parts of the 
jacket 
– Heating is sufficient and works for a reasonable duration 
– Lithium battery is waterproof and tough 
– Temperature is easy to control and system is responsive  
 

 Bone Conduction headphones 
 
– Device works seamlessly to provide a high quality audio experience  
– Fully app integration and implement all modern personal audio controls (ex. pause, 

next, etc) 
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Real-Time Updates 
 

- Updates temperature, battery remaining and stores data 
 

- System changes (ex. temperature decrease) are indicated and notifications are sent 
 

Central Management 
 

– App store all data collected and user inputs to implement a better automated system  
– Data will be stored along with weather and user physique information 
– Data collected will provide recommendations for the best settings  

 
Sensors 

 
– Used to determine if jacket is being used 
– To detect if heating device gets above certain temperature  
– Battery remaining 
– Easy enough to make system integrated with any unsightly  
– To be able to speak to other elements in the jacket 
– Bluetooth pairing is done, headphones are turned on and connected 

 
Display Interfaces 

 
– Android app will show most of the information  
– Few on jacket touch buttons and LED indicators will be used to show status of heating 
element (internal temperature), battery and headphone connection 

 
 

Server 
 

– A reliable computer or network to connect and store data from app, running 24x7  
– Host the website and mobile application that users will fetch and store data in  
– Store the database of information for temperature and data collected from the sensors 

 
 
 
DESIGN CONSTRAINTS 
 
There are several parts to this project that act as constraints to the final design. Expense and time 

are the major constraints in that it, the team does not have the liberty to experiment with new 

technologies or make our system very complicated. Since the project is something that is in 
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direct physical contact with users; factors like comfort, safety and ease of use have precedence 

over smart features. The team also considers the environmental footprint of the project and 

therefore would like to make the design sustainable and not use toxic materials even if they 

deliver better performance. The design should also be repeatable therefore the manufacturing 

process should be easy. Most of the above considerations are usually made in the area of smart 

clothing so, this project does not have any major impeding constraints that could halt the 

project’s progress.  

DESIGN DECISIONS 

Heating element: the team is currently researching many heating technologies, the ones that we 

could build upon are silicone rubber heaters, ultraflex heaters, PTF heaters and electric carbon 

fiber.  

Battery: So far lithium ion batteries seem to be the most efficient solution, but ideally we want a 

flexible and temperature resistant battery and which is currently still under research. 

Bone conduction headphones: the team plans to build the bone conduction headphones from a 

set of conduction speakers and amplifier from integrated to the microcontroller in use.  

Microcontroller: The team has been using Arduino Uno thus far and is making considerable 

progress in the design. 

Sensors: The team is planning to use infrared temperature sensors that all connect to the 

microcontroller and send that data to the android device.  

 

HEATING 

Heating is the most important design aspect of this project. To first break it down, the team 

examined the hazards that come with creating a heating garment and preventive measures with 
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the different approaches. The jacket would heat three main areas, the arms, the chest and the 

back as seen in Figure 3 below.  

 

Figure 3: Heating areas for hot-JAC 

Source: http://elaboratereviews.com/best-heated-jacket/ 

Heating these three areas should be enough to warm up the whole body, and keep a steady 

temperature. To be able to trap the heat created by the heating layer, the design will be 

surrounded by cotton, and fleece on the innermost layer. This would help reduce heat loss and 

allow the jacket run for a longer time. The heating range of the jacket would be from would 

typically range around 30 degrees Celsius, but could reach a maximum of 40 degrees Celcius. 

Anything higher could cause a burn on the human skin.  

For the heating element, the team decided on two different options based on their research. The 

two elements narrowed down are manufactured by Thermo Heating Elements. This is a company 

that makes versatile heating elements, including ones suitable for clothing materials. From what 
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the team has found, this company seems to be a reliable choice therefore, for the heating 

elements, the team plans to use Thermo Heating Elements’ brand of UltraFlex Heaters. 

“Ultraflex heaters are typically manufactured using multi-stranded, 

corrosion resistant wire, resulting in a heater with unparalleled durability, flexibility, and 

softness.” (thermo Heating, 2016). This material is typically used in clothing, and can provide up 

to  250 degrees Centigrade, using the maximum voltage of 300V. 

 

BLUETOOTH BONE CONDUCTION HEADPHONES 

As an added feature to the jacket, the team plans to add wireless bone conduction headphones to 

the hood of the jacket. Bone conduction allows you to hear sound through vibration of the bones 

on your face. When this happens, sound waves are directly simulating the inner ear. For a long 

time, bone conduction has been used as a tool to help those with hearing loss. In this case, the 

team would be using it to allow only the wearer of the jacket to listen to music, and answer 

phone calls using bluetooth connection to the user’s device. 

 

The team plans to build their own bone conduction earphones using some sort of elastic 

headband, to be able to grip the user’s head, flat wire to prevent bulging, an electric microphone, 

and a bluetooth audio module. The headphones would be powered by main power supply - the 

lithium ion batteries that are attached to the jacket. 

 

The headphones would be least priority in the design, this is because bone conduction 

headphones do not sound as good as regular headphones, because sending vibrations through the 
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jaw, is much harder than sending it through the air. Also, the feeling of bone conduction 

headphones can be a bit unsettling, the vibrations could feel like something tapping by the side 

of your head, which can eventually get annoying, but one can get used to it. 

The team has also decided, if the bone conduction headphones can not be built by the time the 

project is due, an already made pair of headphones could be attached to the material, or the 

headphone idea could be completely scrapped. 

 

BATTERY & CHARGING ELEMENTS 

The team plans to use Lithium-ion batteries to power the jacket. For safety reasons, this battery 

pack would be detachable. This would also help make it easy for the battery to be charged. 

Lithium-ion battery was chosen as the best choice because it has an extended shelf-life, high 

capacity, low internal resistance and reasonably short charge time. 

Lithium-ion batteries have also been commonly used for clothing, therefore they come in very 

flexible forms. The team estimates the battery to produce between 7-12V and at most 50W of 

power to be able to keep a human warm, and also power the headphones. This was done based 

on what is commonly used in electric textiles. 

The battery would be charged using a USB cable connected to the protection packed harboring 

the battery cells. Full battery charging would usually take from 2-3 hours, depending on the 

charge voltage per cell. The team plans to make the jacket last up to 6-12 hours, depending on 

the temperature settings of the jacket. If high, about 6 hours, if low, then up to 12 hours. 
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SAFETY 
 

POSSIBLE HAZARDS 

There are quite a few hazards associated with our current design. Since we are using an active 

heating element connected to a lithium battery with additional circuitry and plan to make the 

final prototype waterproof and rugged there are multiple concerns:  

1. Battery: Lithium-ion batteries may fail in both non-energetic and energetic states. These 

may occur as a result of: 

● Thermal abuse: if external heating from the element reaches the battery and affects its 
temperature 

● Mechanical abuse: folding and puncturing of the battery could cause rapid reaction with 
air  

● Electrical abuse: improper wiring could cause overcharge, external short circuit, over 
discharge 

● Poor electrochemical design: problems with the battery cathode-anode balance 
● Internal cell faults: manufacturing defects(e.g. Metallic particles) 

 
Usually one of the following occur: 

● Loss of capacity: extremely low temperatures could cause complete discharge 

● Internal impedance increase: the internal resistances or improper contacts could cause 

overheating and lead to thermal runaway or buildup of charge outside the battery 

● Activation of permanent disabling mechanism: the battery could be overcharged, to an 

extent that the internal fuse is burnt and the battery is disabled  

● Thermal runaway: the biggest concern is a puncture or leak causing rapid oxidation 

causing a fire hazard leading to chemical burns, this is the most important hazard that the 

system must protect against 
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2. Audio interface and bone conduction headphones: usually there are no major failures or 

danger associated with headphones since there are relatively low power but since we are using 

bone conduction technology, we need to make sure that our design is safe to use for extended 

wear and proper circuitry so there is no shock hazard.  

 

3. Heating element: the heating element is going to be the physically closest to the user and 

needs to perform smoothly, overheating is a major concern and multiple controls must be 

deployed so burning or melting does not occur.  

 

4. Power supply and microcontroller: inaccurate readings and too much power delivery to the 

system is the major concern in this part as it could cause multiple failures and disable the system 

completely. Redundant measures must be taken here so that the power delivery is perfect.  

 

TESTING 

The heating element, battery and power system is going to the be first to be tested. A simple 

experiment will be conducted with a heating source (e.x. Light bulb) with a standard winter 

jacket to see how much power is needed to keep a person warm. Them using that information a 

heating element (or multiple) will be used to create a prototype and incrementally test each 

component being added. The lithium ion battery will be thoroughly testing at various 

temperatures and wear-and-tear tests as well as with the heating element to find their tolerances. 

The microcontroller and bluetooth will also be tested indoors and outdoors to see how well 

connections operate in various conditions. 
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RESULTS 

The results will be analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively and more tests will be developed 

from those. So far the bluetooth connection has worked properly and audio is successfully 

streaming through the Arduino board.  

 

DESIGN NORMS 

Our Approach 

For our design, certain standards were kept in mind while developing. These standards include 

trust, integrity and care. These standards were chosen because the felt most important to the team 

to develop a well rounded reputable product. 

 

Design Norms Explained 

Trust: Since the design deals with heat, there are a lot of risks involved with battery powering. 

So, the team decided to use trust as a design norm, to show awareness of the possible dangers 

and commit to prevent hazards as much as possible through enough research, testing and well 

known series of prevention methods. 

 

Care: The team is planning to make the project the most cost effective jacket, so that lower 

income people would be able to afford the jacket. Since people from socio-economic 

backgrounds experience the cold from winter, with an affordable jacket it should be available 

and affordable. 
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Integrity: The team stands with integrity because the norm ties care and trust together. The 

design will stand to be very honest, and transparent to the customers.  

 
 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

 
TEAM ORGANIZATION 

As a team we have decided to split responsibilities and tasks by interests and passions. Chinelo 

Ezenwelu is enthusiastic about working on the integrated circuit, heating element and power 

management as well as the business aspect of the project. Temitope Ogunnoiki, with her 

computer science background intends on using her skills in the android development and 

bluetooth interfacing. Shurjo Maitra is also interested in the software and wants to work on the 

connection and focus on the core deliverables’ connections and integration of the system.  

We have also divided roles for logistical tasks, Chinelo has been active in organizing team 

meetings and managing deadlines. Temi has been involved in research and solving practical 

needs for the team, like what components to purchase and how that can be done as well as 

keeping the team’s website up to date. Shurjo has been involved in ideating, finding solutions 

problems and brainstorming designs. The functions described are not purposed to restrict roles 

but to allow team integration, efficiency and transparency in tasks. 

 

ADVISORS 

The team is advised by Prof. Mark Michmerhuizen at Calvin College. He has worked at Johnson 

Controls and Dematic most recently as a project manager including other roles. The team’s 

industrial advisor is Eric Walstra who is an Engineering Manager at Gentex. Prof. Leonard De 
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Rooy acts as the faculty advisor for the senior design course. Each advisor provide important 

insight and refer the team to resources that aid the progress of the project. Additionally, the team 

has access to the engineering faculty as well as library resources.  

 

SCHEDULE 

The team designed a work schedule using Microsoft Project Gantt Chart to break down the tasks 

required. The schedule is located in Appendix A.2 . Also the team used Trello Board, to assign 

tasks and alert the group upon designation of completed task. See appendix A.2. for more 

information. 

 
BUSINESS PLAN  

 
 
BUDGET 

See appendix A.1. for budget analysis.  

 

MARKET ANALYSIS 
 

We plan on utilizing more cost effective materials for our product to bring down our costs and 

potentially the price of our product in comparison to the current market price.  

 

COMPETITION 

A fair amount of companies such as Polar Sealand Milwaukee already have existing products in 

the market that provide heating in various clothing at quite a high price. Levis has a commuter 

jacket that has smart navigation features powered by Google. But so far there is no single 

product that delivers a practical and smart solution to clothing that consumers increasingly 
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demand. There are a few startups that are aimed at creating a similar product but so far, no single 

outerwear company has monopolized on this demand or has developed technology that can reach 

everyone. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
 
We hope to define our budget, purchase the required parts and start implementing our full design 

in the near future. Furthermore, we hope to run more tests to help us shape our final design. 
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APPENDICES 

 

A.1 BUDGET REVIEW 

Table 1 : Budget Analysis 

Part required Sub-parts Current part 
scoped 

Unit 
Price  

No. Source Use Comments 

Heating Element - Ultra-flex heaters TBD TBD http://thermo-l
lc.com/ultrafle
x-heaters/ 

Used as the heating 
element in the jacket 

Still waiting on a 
quote from 
Ultraflex.com 

Microcontroller - Raspberry Pi 3 $34.49 2 Amazon.com To connect all 
components (heating 
element, bluetooth 
headphones, power 
supply etc) and 
communicate to 
phone app. 

Still not finalized, 
Arduino Uno was 
tested initially so 
current choice is 
tentative.  

Bone conduction  
Transducer and 
amplifier 

Audio 
amplifier 

Stereo 2.8W 

Class D Audio 

Amplifier - I2C 

Control AGC - 
TPA2016 

 

$9.95 1 https://www.a
dafruit.com/pr
oduct/1712 

Needed to drive the 
transducers and 
deliver a high power 
audio experience and 
pass signals. 

Not totally settled on 
this amplifier might 
need a lower power 
one depending on the 
output from the 
microcontroller. 

Transducer Bone Conductor 
Transducer with 
Wires - 8 Ohm 1 
Watt 

$8.95  2 https://www.a
dafruit.com/pr
oduct/1674 

To produce sound and 
attach to the amplifier 
or microcontroller and 
receive sound through 
bluetooth. 

Not finalized as, 
usability and reliability 
is unknown for this 
particular model. 

Battery Battery and 
charger 

Li-ion battery and 
charger 

$29.99 2 ebay.com To provide power and 
energy to the whole 
system 

- 

Battery 
Casing 

Lithium Battery 
Casing 

$16.99 1 https://www.pi
ne64.org/?pro
duct=lithium-b
attery-casing 

To give the battery 
protection from 
puncture 

 

Power 
management 
system 

Li-ion power 
IC 
 

Li-ion Power 
System 

$40 1 http://www.mi
crochipdirect.
com/product/s
earch/all/MCP
7383XRD-PP
M 

Needed to supply 
power from the Li 
battery to the other 
components and to 
record information on 
the system  

Datasheet for future 
Design Reference 

Material and 
clothing costs 

Gore-tex/wate
rproof material 

EMMAKITES 
60"x36"(WxL) 
40D Ripstop 
Nylon  

$8.95 1 amazon.com Used as the external 
layer to provide 
protection from the 
elements 

This fabric might be 
sewn onto a jacket or 
just used for testing. 
A jacket will be used 
to test the entire 
system. 
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http://thermo-llc.com/ultraflex-heaters/
https://www.amazon.com/Raspberry-Pi-RASPBERRYPI3-MODB-1GB-Model-Motherboard/dp/B01CD5VC92/ref=sr_1_3?s=pc&ie=UTF8&qid=1513046678&sr=1-3&keywords=raspberry+pi+3
https://www.ebay.com/itm/7-4-volts-3400-mAh-2S1P-18650-Li-Ion-Battery-Pack-Charger-and-Connector-Kit/321931776224?_trkparms=aid%3D444000%26algo%3DSOI.DEFAULT%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D49564%26meid%3D63335bfb26f74b6ab4918ae7bfd50458%26pid%3D100752%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D5%26mehot%3Dag%26sd%3D321938359322&_trksid=p2047675.c100752.m1982
https://www.ebay.com/itm/7-4-volts-3400-mAh-2S1P-18650-Li-Ion-Battery-Pack-Charger-and-Connector-Kit/321931776224?_trkparms=aid%3D444000%26algo%3DSOI.DEFAULT%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D49564%26meid%3D63335bfb26f74b6ab4918ae7bfd50458%26pid%3D100752%26rk%3D3%26rkt%3D5%26mehot%3Dag%26sd%3D321938359322&_trksid=p2047675.c100752.m1982
https://www.ebay.com/itm/11-1V-3400mAh-3S1P-18650-Li-Ion-Battery-Pack-PCB-protected-Panasonic-Cells/
http://www.microchipdirect.com/product/search/all/MCP7383XRD-PPM
http://www.microchipdirect.com/product/search/all/MCP7383XRD-PPM
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/51746a.pdf
http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/51746a.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/EMMAKITES-Airtightness-UV-resistnce-Skydancers-Inflatalbes/dp/B00ZR81X56/ref=sr_1_1?s=arts-crafts&ie=UTF8&qid=1513047051&sr=1-1&keywords=waterproof+material


Fleece layer LA-Linen: 
60-Inch Solid 
Anti-Pill Polar 
Fleece Fabric By 
The Yard, Black 

$4.98 1 amazon.com Used as bottom most 
layer to provide 
comfort and insulation. 
The heating element 
will also be placed in 
between this and the 
waterproof layer 

This specific fabric 
has not yet been 
tested with the 
heating element and 
might change in the 
future, depending on 
safety and heat 
conservation 

Sewing 
materials 

CP-nine 
Bonded Nylon 
Sewing Thread 
1500 Yard Size 
#69 T70 
 

$8.69 1 amazon.com Used to bond together 
the materials and 
ensure the layers 
don’t fall apart. Also 
used to hold the 
various components in 
place 

This will be an 
essential tool to fit 
components well onto 
the jacket. 
 
 
 
 

Jacket Port Authority 
Men's 
Lightweight 
Jacket(M) 

$12.49 1 amazon.com Used to construct our 
final prototype and 
build the components 
onto 

The current choice is 
a generic choice, 
likely to change in the 
future 

Switches/buttons
/peripherals 

- Calvin 3D 
printing 

~$15   Budget for 3D printing 
of buttons and 
switches 

- 

Cables and misc. 
Electrical 
components 

- Heat resistant 
wires, capacitors, 
resistors, LEDs, 
misc. modules/ 
connectors 

~$50 - Various 
sources 

To connect to 
breadboard and 
between components 
and use indicators as 
flags to test proper 
functioning of system. 

So far these have not 
been quantified and 
will most likely be 
obtained from lab 
storage. 

Bluetooth 
interface 

- Sparkfun BC127 
breakout board 

$50  Digikey.com Used to transfer high 
quality audio over 
bluetooth 4.2  

Did not function as 
intended for Engr. 
325 project, will 
probably have to 
switch to different 
board 

PCB fabrication/ 
processing 

- Sparkfun PCB $2.95 3 Digikey.com For fabrication 
purposes 

- 

TOTAL   $363.81    This is excluding 
the price of the 
heating element 
which we are still 
trying to get a quote 
for.  
For each part listed, 
the source column 
includes websites 
or hyperlinks that 
take you directly to 
where you can 
purchase the 
product. 
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https://www.amazon.com/60-Inch-Anti-Pill-Fleece-Fabric-Black/dp/B01CUK7C5I/ref=sr_1_4?s=arts-crafts&ie=UTF8&qid=1513047344&sr=1-4&keywords=fleece+fabric
https://www.amazon.com/Bonded-Outdoor-Leather-Upholstery-Needles/dp/B004A6B1CG/ref=sr_1_4?s=arts-crafts&ie=UTF8&qid=1513047624&sr=1-4&keywords=sewing+kit+nylon
https://www.amazon.com/Port-Authority-Essential-Jacket-Black/dp/B00MFQGTDO/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1513048451&sr=8-2&keywords=Port+Authority+Men%27s+Lightweight+Jacket
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/PRT-12702/1568-1083-ND/5230952?WT.mc_id=IQ_7595_G_pla5230952&wt.srch=1&wt.medium=cpc&WT.srch=1&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrrKXg6uD2AIV1LbACh2anAI5EAYYBiABEgLzd_D_BwE


A.2 SCHEDULE 
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Figure 4: Timeline for Project 
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